
with several occurrences in nigeria"

last beginning to read the washington post and reading more about small casualties 

finding very polarized discussions and a lot of polemics about migrants till at 

12127: "reading the news regularly even on holiday in france with august but only 

son of my stepfather's cousin after i traveled to india tking many nice photos"

ferry with the locals passing in front of all the tourists and photographing the 

of my neighbour andrea and later going to murano almost getting on a fight in the 

which completely changed by a family trauma and then also photographing the wife 

later two artists coming to beg for work as i started renovating the barn one of 

colleagues and then going to the mountains photographing a guy on the plane and 

10109:   "folk   photographed   at   first   in   the   netherlands   like   on   of   myrthe's 

there"

mostly public spaces in amsterdam while myrthe was visiting with livia a friend 

charming  dijon  to  finally  reach  the  flat  and  squary  netherlands  where  i  filmed 

our way back and filming the conservative spaces of lyon and later the much more 

going from village to village as well as going on top of an aqueduct before making 

small  adventures  like  entering  an  abandoned  abbey  and  visiting  some  old  mines 

13157: "in the heart of provence roaming around with little august and doing many 

nightmares about bad people"

provence  and  camping  with  august  without  really  dreaming  if  not  getting  small 

well  as  in  the  end  getting  affected  by  myrthe's  work  stress  after  traveling  to 

still somehow dreaming of the mountains and also of all the driving i had to do as 

02157:  "a  period  beginning  to  dreams  about  babies  affected  by  my  daughter  but 

or darker color"

few colors now sticking to layering a first hand with a second hand of a lighter 

my study with livia to take care off and again keeping the surface simple and with 

07122: "painting executed back to provence still having little time to spend in 

trash"

and having to travel back north to big cities like lyon and dijon to find some 

towns but also finding the sidewalks quite clean even due to the strong night wind 

11197: "spending over a week in provence camping and visiting daily small and big 

finding anything to pick"

east of the city now walking for even a kilometer in the large sidewalks without 

environment and finding mostly the trash walking in the black neighborhoods to the 

11196:   "still   in   paris   walking   extensively   with   august   in   a   most   clean 

sidewalks with many fliers repeating themselves"

south  and  to  the  more  trashy  east  yet  finding  not  so  much  trash  on  the  clean 

11195:  "walking  dozen  of  kilometers  in  paris  with  august  from  the  west  to  the 



for metal and tools to build my vehicle"

especially this time going to my workshop and around the industrial area to search 

livia  both  in  utrecht  waiting  for  her  mom  to  finish  to  work  and  in  culemborg 

mines to then get back in holland and there walking alone in amsterdam and with 

and walking many small villages and towns like avignon and arles but also the okra 

and in one day walking across the whole of paris and later traveling in provence 

05122: "a lot of walking done with august traveling to france and visiting lille 

the plants in our garden with no rain scheduled in the whole of northern europe"

reach maastricht burning my legs under the sun and having to consistently water 

weather  getting  increasingly  very  hot  especially  during  a  bike  ride  i  took  to 

to  holland  experiencing  the  heat  of  central  france  to  at  last  finding  a  cold 

finally going to the warmth of provence feeling good and dry but then going back 

16123: "reaching paris with august experiencing quite cold nights in the tent and 

experiencing strong wind up on the hills"

also  finding  wind  gwtting  at  last  a  bit  better  until  biking  to  maastricht  and 

provence with the famous mount ventoux on our sight and coming back to culemborg 

18119:  "experiencing   a   lot   of   wind   in   france   in   particular   while   camping   in 

supermarket or on television"

the   radio   driving   or    just   hearing   songs   in   different   places   like   at   the 

my repertoire of old italian songs and old cartoon songs and listening at times 

with much rain waiting outside of the academy for her mother and singing her all 

03103: "songs sang to livia walking around with her and in particular in a day 

the sun burning my skin"

lost a few times but finally following the river finding some good energy despite 

south  of  eindhoven  and  biking  all  the  way  to  ivo's  place  in  maastricht  getting 

complaining and making her happy again running fast and also getting dropped off 

06083:   "still   running   with   livia   in   the   stroller   but   this   time   having   her 

lastly going for a run with livia on the stroller"

measuring my heart beat and some time trying to clean my lungs from the fumes and 

06082:  "baking  now  quite  some  times  from  home  to  my  welding  workshop  and  back 

resuming the welding but not taking so many pictures"

going  for  a  week  holiday  in  france  with  august  before  coming  back  and  slowly 

her  the  bottle  but  also  doing  my  first  welding  experiments  in  my  workshop  and 

01174: "a month looking after livia in the netherlands and getting able to give 

not making the blue colour going in a spiral and only keeping the top surface"

both livia to take care of and otherwise welding in my workshop but this time also 

07123:  "painting  executed  now  in  the  little  extra  time  spent  in  my  study  with 


